
Decision No. 81.717 

BEFORE tHE PUBUC UTILITIES COMMISSION OF '!'BE STATE OF CALIFORNIA 

Invest1$!:ation on tile Commission r s 
own motion into the b1oeld.n,g of 
public grade crossings by railroads. 

Case No. 8949 
(Filed August S~ 1969)· 

(Appearances are listed in Appendix C of Proposed Report) 

INTERIM OPINION 

This is an favestigation on the Commission's own motion 
tnto the blocking of public grade crossings for,the purpose of 
determining: 

1. Whether Commission Resolution No. S-1278, which now 
prescribes rules t=o be adopted by railroads regarding occupaney 
of public grade crossings, should 'be revised or revoke:d; and 

2. Yhether a general order should be promulgated regulating. 
the occupancy of grade crossings by trafns. 

Public bearings were held, briefs were filed" and on. 
NOVember 9, 1970 Examiner Thompson issued his ProrJosed Report. 
Exceptions to the Proposed Report and replies thereto were filed. 
The Examiner proposes the revocation of Resolution No. 5-1278 and 
the adoption of a General Order ~ the stated purposes. of which are: 

To prohibit a:n.y umlecessary blocking of public grade 
crossings by any railroad corporation, to provide for 
the clearing of any blocked public grade crossing 
with minimum delay to the traveling public consistent 
with the requirements of safety and subject to 
federal and state regulations governing the operations 
by railroad corporations, to promote the cooperation 
and j oint action by railroad .corporaticrcs and local 
agencies fn connection with proble=s resulting from 
the blocking of public grade crossings, and to provide 
means whereby any railroad corporation or local agency 
may obtain relief from said regulations or have 
additional regulations imposed in cozmection with 
operations over a public grade crossing where local 
conditions so require. 
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In its exceptions the Commission staff asserts that the 
Examiner's proposed regulations are not workable and recommends 
adoption of the regulations in Resolution No. S-127Swith the 
revisions it suggested at the hearing (Appendix A to the Proposed 
Report). The Atchison, Topeka. and Sant.1. Fe Rail",N'ay Company (Santa 
Fe) suggests regulations in the format of Resolution No. S-1278 
but wi:h provisions s~~hat different from those suggested by 
the staff. Southern Pacific Transportation Company (S.P.) also 
asserts that the Examiner t s proposal is unworkable and suggests 
moQifications of the staff's proposal. The eity 0: Fr~t objects 
to the Examiner's rec~ndation that enforcement of the regulations 
be subject to ~pprc"l.:ll by the Commission and contends that effective 
regulation of bloc~~gs necessitates enforcement cy local agencies 
without prior intervention on the part of the ~ssion. The city 
of los Angeles reco:mends the adoption of the Examiner's proposal, 
asserting, "The Hec.ring Exax::li.ner has proposed a we=~..able practical 
solution to a difficult p=oblcm." !he l.eag\!C of California Cities, 
by letter ~ stated that tb.e EY.zn:ir.er t s rec01Dme!!c1ation is an acceptable 
compromise and that it a.ssumes that if a party does not file exceptions 
that that party is de~d to have apprcved the proposed report. It 
did not file exceptions or rep:ies to exceptions. 

Toe scope of this proceeeing is l':m';ted to th~ blocking 

of public grade crossings by railroads as a result of trains, cars, 
or locomotives being stopped in the crossing, or stopped within the 
circuits operating automatic gates protecting the crossing, or as 
a result of switching operations over the crossing. In its exceptions 
S.P. contends that the State is without j~isdiction to regulate 
blocking resulting from moving trains. We do :lot reach that issue 
bec&Use the matt~r of blocking by trains moving over the crossing 
is no: within .. the scope of this proceeding. 
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The parties do not serioasly dispute that regulations are 
required to control blocking; the contested issues concern which 
entity should do the regulating and enfore:lllg; and if the Coc:miss1cm. 
exercises its jurisdiction what should be the form a:n<:l content of 

its regulations. 
!he Ex;un1'n er's reconcended findings and conclusions 

C01lc:el:D.1ng the operational problems of the railroads and the traffic 
problems encountered by cities as a result of blockings are fully 
supported. by the evidence of record. '!be deficiencies liStecl by 

the Examiner of the regulations, both in form and in substance 7 

in Resolution No. S-1278: and his conclusion that the regul..at:LOtlS 
should be revoked concurrently with the establishment of new 
regulations ina General crde~ is also fully supported by 'the 

evidence. The same may not be said regarding his conclusions on 
the regulations that should be established 7 nor do we entirely agree 
with his conclusions regarding enforcement of regulations governing 
the occupancy of public grade crossings by railroads. 'I'he principal 
reason for the lack of support for his proposed regulations is 
that his proposals, particularly those involving procedure, were 
not before the parties at the hearings. The staff presented 
evidence to support only its position that the regulations in 
Resolution No .. S-1278 are suitable and proper; the presentations by 

the cities were directed tow-ards their positions that tbe local 

ordinanees regulating blocking are necessary for them to be able 
to cope with the traffic problems; and the railroads concerned 
themselves mainly with the presentation of evidence of their 

operational problems. The ev1cience present:ed by the parties was not 
directed specifically to the regulations proposed by the Examiner. 
H1s recomendation cannot be said to be a modification of a proposal 
made by any party. The parties have not had opportunity to tcake 

representations regarding the regulations the Exam1ner ree~ends 
other than in their exceptions t~ his proposed report. Staff: anet 
the railroads in their e:xceptiOllS quest:lon the workability of the 
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. "regulations. S.P. specific:.ally requested opportunity :0 present 
evidence showing that at least two of the provisions of the proposed 

.... ~er~l Order are unrealistic and impractical. 
The status of this proceeding at this juncture is that 

it has been shown conclusively that the proposals for regalati01l 
advocated by the staff ~ by the railroads, and by the other parti.ci
pants at the hearing, are not suitable for governillg the occupancy 
of public grade crossings by railroads; and while some regulations 

proposed by the Examiner have some support they have not been 
subjected to test at public hear1ng. We are satisfied, however, 
that the format and the stated purposes of the General Order proposed 
by the Exami'Der point the way tCMards reasonable and suitable 
regulations. It will be our purpose here to make preliminary 
observations on the evidence received thus far regard:b\g issues 
in this proceeding, to set aside submission of this proceeding to 
receive further evidence concerning the regulations that should 
be promulgated, and to direct the CoaInission staff to cocsult with 
the railroads and other participants, and to present at such further 
hear1ngs a proposed "General Orcler Governing the Oceupancy of 
Public Grade Crossings by Railroads and Rtlles Relating Thereto" , 
which will effect the purposes stated in the Examiner's Proposed 
Report. We anticipate that the railroads and other participants 
wil,l cooperate with the staff in the development of ressoaa.ble: 
regul.aticns consistent with our conclusions. 

'We will not undertake to rale on each exception but will 
consider those relating to the substance of the Examiner's 
recommendations in our dUCUS8ioc. There were a number of 
exceptions regarding language and word definitions in the proposed 
regulations; those should be considered by the staff and the parties 
in the preparation of a suggested General Order which will be the 
subject of further heartngs-' ' 
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The portion of the Proposed Report from. the beginning 

through the section entitled ''Regulations Concerning Blocking" is 

factually correct; however, lack of emphasis therein can lead to 

a misunderstanding of the issues and of the problems involved 1n 
the regulation of the occupancy of grade crossings by railroads. 
The Examine:c: states, "No one c11sputec1 the fact that blackings of 

crossings do occur and can cause chaotic traffic conditions. Com
munities ean be, and have been, virtually isolated as a result of 

blackings at crossings. If This and other statements in the Proposed 
Report, while faetually accurate, would lead one to believe that 
the principal issue herein is tant~t to resolving. conflicting 
interests of the railroads and the cities):/ The substantial 

portion of the commerce of California moves by railroad .and by 

motor vehicles and such ~ts affect the public interest state

wide. !here is a statewide public i.nterest in the use and occupancy 

of crossings. With respect to the use of a grade crossing, the 
position taken by municipalities to 'keep the crossing clear for the 

safe and expeditious tuO\1ement of motor vehicle traffic ord1nar11y 
coineic1es with the interest of the public depend~ upon motor 
transportation, and the position taken by the railroadS to make such 
use of the crossing to conduct railway operations safely and expedi
tiously ordinarily will coincide with the interest of the public 
dependent upon rail transportation. There is no question that the 

well-being of the people of this State is dependent upon both rail 
and motor vehicle transportation as well as other forms. I'he use 

of 8. crossing which will provide expeditious and safe movement of 

Y In the exceptions of Santa Fe: "The E}cam1ner' S Proposed Report 
attempts to resolve the interests of the cities and railroads--
a most difficult task. ~ile the r~port clearly recognizes these 
tnterests aud sets forth a possible solueion7 fa fact 7 the 
proposed General Order therein is believed to create the potential 
for conflicts and more problem..c; th.a:a. presently .exist between the 
cities and the railroads." 
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both rail and motor vehicle traffic is in the best interest of the 
people of this State and such use and interest should supersede 
any individual interests inconsistent with the statewide public 
interest. 

From a reading of the Proposed 'Report one might draw 
an inference that if a train stop is necessary by reason of casualty, 
signals, train meets, or federal or state: regulations, a.nd as a 
result a public crossing is blocked. that the blocking is 

a necessary result of the stop.. That is not the ease. As was 
adverted to :In the report concerning the cbarging. of air brake 
lines, within 11m1ts, the railroad may have a choice of where to 
stop when such stop is necessary. As modified and amplified by the 
foregoing, the findings and conclusions set forth :in this portion 
of the report are supported by the evidence. 
CAN AND SHOULD REGOI.ATIONS REGARDING !'BE BI..OCKING OF 
GRADE CROSSINGS BE MADE BY LOCAL AGENCIES'! 

The Ey,aminer concluded that it is not necessary to reach 
the question as to whether the Commission has exclusive jurisdiction 
over the regulation of the use of public grade crossings because 
the evidence demonstrates that the Commission should exercise its 
jurisdiction by prescribtng regulations over the subject matter .. 
That conclusion is based upon findings that the regulation of 
blOCking affects the safety of operations of railroads which is a 
matter of statewide concern which the Commission bas a duty to 
supervise, and that in the absence of regulation by the Commission 
there might be gaps in regulat10ll. (Cr. "People v Cermiek (Appelate 

Department of the Los Angeles Superior Court, Case No. CR A 8075, 
October 7, 1968) and the Hewitt Elections Act of 1911.) No party 
took exception to these findings and conclusion and they are supported 
by the record. 

There is a paragraph under the captioned head1llg in the 

Proposed Report which could be interpreted to be inconsistent with 
California law. The Examiner stated: 

"Tb,e evaluation of conditions to det~rmine when and 
how a crossing can be cleared SAfely calls for expert'ise 
and is not merely a judgment that can be macle by a man 
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of ordinary prudence. The evaluation of the actions 
actually taken by railroad operating personnel in 
instances of bloc:ld.ng calls for the same expertise. 
It is not to be expected that local authorities 
possess such expertise. The Commission has the 
power and the responsibility to regulate the safety 
of railroad operations ~ and it has the ability to 
determine whether an action claUned to have been done 
by reason of safety was justified or whether such 
claim is merely a facade for an ir.responsible action." 
'!'he above paragraph could be construed to mean that the rail

roads have a responsib1lity to exercise a higher t~" ordinary degree 
of care with respect to their operations ever public crossings 7 and 
that the evaluation of the action taken by the railroads with 
respect to operations on or over a public crossing is not one which 
can or should be made by a court or a jury. Such is not the law 

in California. In Peri v L,A. Junction Ry. (1943) 22 c 2d 1117 
Justice Carter in speaktng for the court held: 

"Generally speaking the duty to exercise reasonable 
or ordinary care is imposed upon the operator of a 
railroad at public highway crosstngs with respect 
to persons traveling upon the hi~y and over the 
crossing.. !'he standard of care loS that of the man 
of ordinary prudence under the circumstances (cit). 
The question of negl1&ence of the railroad operator 
is ordiaar11y one of fact in crossing eases as it is 
in other negligence cases." 
As was stated in the Proposed Report, the regulation of 

bloc:ld.ng affects the safety of operations by railroads which is a 
matter of statewide concern. Regulations have been promulgated by 
the Federal Government and by the Commission regarding the safety of 
such operations. The rules established by the railroads concerning 
train operations are subject to supervision by the Coc:mission. It 
has been established in this record that compliance by the railroads 
with the ord1nances enacted by cities can result in conflicts with" 
those regulations and rules. 

As modified and amplified by the foregoing, the findings 
and c::onc:lus1ons proposed by tMo F~i.ncr A~ AIppOrted" by the 
eviden.c:e. 
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SHOULD RESOLUTION NO, 5-1278 BE REVISED OR REVOKED? 
The Examiner rec01J:lDends revocation of the resolution. 

The staff takes exception to that conclusion and recommends the 
adoption of the regulations in the resolution with the revisions 
shown in Appendix A of the Proposed Report. S.? in its reply 
asserts that the staff's proposal is unworkable because of the 
time limits set forth therein. S.P. and Santa Fe recoamend the 
format of regulation :tn Resolution No. S-1278 which requires the 
railroads to file acceptable rules regarding occupancy of grade 
crossir..gs. The rules th2y susgest conform more to the guidelines 
suggested by the Ex.a!lliner in this portion of the Proposed Report 

than to the rules suggested by the staff. One of the suggested 
rules, however, would ~rm1t operating perso:n'lel to engage in· 
SWitching so as to occupy a cross~ £0= 10 :inutes. 

The staff' s propos~l is uxrwcr~ble bec:~~e of the time 
limits. S.P'. '$ ar..d Sar..ta Fe's sussestion t~t the proposal be 
revised to m.."tke the rules give effect to railroad oper:lting 

problems does not meet the objections stated in the Pr~.osed 
Report. The fOrQat of regulation in Resolution No. 5-1278 is 

that the rail:oaes file with the Commission aeecp:able Operating 
rules to be fol10y~~d by rail.:'OI.Ld ~loyees. First ~ it was shown 
on this record, an~ ;EO'J'J.d by t!l.e Exami=-er ~ that such rules ere 
eonsidered by rail=~d c~ficials~ railr~d e,~ratfng ~loyees, 
and the Commission staff to be guidel:i.x:.2s rather than rules that 
must be obeyed under any circumstances. Second ~ the orcering 
portion of the resolution provides only that the railroads must 
file rules but does not require the railroads to comply with the 
rule~ • The requirement that the railroads comply with their rules 
is provided only in the order instituting this investigation. The 
resolution states that the clearfng of an indiv1dual crossing may 
not be necessary or r~uired 'where nearby alternate open routes 
are available in .a series of public erossings" ~ .and "in unforeseen 
emergencies" _ Even if the order were to require adherence to the 
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rules by the railroads, those provisos are so broad and 'Undefined 

as to make it exceedingly difficult, if not practically impossible~ 
to determine whether a railroad failed to comply with the rules. 

Third, although the format of Resolution No. S-1278 gives consid
eration to the operating problems of the railroads it does not give 
any consideration to the problems confronting the cities and 

other public agencies that result from necessary tra:£n stops, as 
well as unnecessary stops, at grade crossings. We point out two 
examples of many :in this regard. The ordering paragraph of the 

resolution provides that where there is an agreement between a 
railroad and a public agency permitting certain cross11lgs to' be 

blocked longer than specified in the rules, such agreement shall 
prevail (emphasis a.dded). There are, or have been prior to the 

adoption of Resolution No. S ... 1278, 1.mderstandings and agreements 
between railroad officials and city officials callfng for operatiocs 
by the railroad which would keep certain crossings clear at all 
times and certain other crossings clear during particular times 

of day. Such agreements would have nO' force or effect under the 
resolution. Santa Fe's proposal regarding switching is: 

"Switching ever public grade crossings should be 
avoided when~ler possible. If not poss·ible, such 
crossings must be cleared frequently to allow 
vehicles to pass and must not be occupied contin
uously for longer than 10 minutes unless (1) it 
can be seen that no vehicles are waitfng at or closely 
approaching the crossing, or (2) the safety of persons or 
proper1:y will 'be endangered by l.lnblocld.ng the crossing. rr 

The only mandatory language of Santa Fe r s proposal is 

that the crossing shall net be occupied continuously for longer 
than 10 minutes unless there are no vehicles being blocked or 

unless it would be unsafe to' clear the crossing. This record shows 
that there are numerous crossings when at peak traffic hours a 
blOCking of a crossing fer a period of 10 minutes would result fn 
chaotic traffic conditions and would not be warranted by circum
stances attendant to switcb.i:c.g of cars by a railroad except 'UXlder 
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very extraordinary conditions. Such circumstances have largely been 
avoided as a result of discussions among the railroad officials, 

eity officials, and members of the Commission staff. the results 
of such discussions have been agreements upon the part of the rail
roads to conduct operations so that the crossing is not blocked by 
switching during the peak traffic hours. The format of the :esolutian, 
however, does not :rec~l.ze such agreements, nor does it require 
the railroad to comply with the terms of the agreements. 

!he aforesaid three shortcomings of the approach to the 
problem t.a.ken by Resolution No. S-1278 are st~ted in the Proposed 
Report and there were no exce':>tions to the Examiner f s find:Ings 
in that regard. 'I"':lere is a. fourth a.spect to the format of 
the resolution. which was not discussed by the Ex,a:n'iner 
which we consider to be an 1mp¢rtcnt re.s.son why such format is 
unsuitable, that is, the format WOl:.ld be ~ersome and burdensome 
upon the railroads, the Commission, and the public agencies. As 

this record shOW's, and as pointed out by S.P. in its exceptions, 

at certain times and places efficien.t railroad operatiCtl$ call for 
rail cars to be stopped in crossings, for long periods of time and 
for switchers to occupy a crossing for relatively long periods of 
time. In many instances t~e railroads have tacit understandings, 
if not verbal agre~ts with city officials, eor.don~g s't:.ch 
occupancy of crossings provided they occur at particular times 

and provided that certain other crossings are kept clear. Under the 
format of Resolution No. S-1278 the rules filed by the railroads would 
have to specify the operations which are exceptions to the general 
rules (with 30 days' notice to the Commission prior to modification 
of the rules), or an agreement entered into between the railroad 
and the public agency would have to be approved by the Commission 
before "such agreement shall prevail." Furthermore, if the regula
tions and rules are to give effect to solutions 'C<> the problems. of 
the pub-lic agencies, the modifications of the rules to meet those 
special circumstanees,and the agreements between the railroads and 
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the public agencies regarding the special circumstances will be 

numerous, with the result of overbarderd.ng the railroads and the 
Commission with paperwork. 

We conclude that the regulations in Resolution No .. S-1278 
are unsuitable and should be revoked concurrently with the establish
ment of suitable regulations. 
WHAT REGUIATIONS SHOULD BE ESTABI.ISHED? 

The Examiner characterized blocld.ngs as being either 
necessary or uonecessary.. It is clear that the ''necessary'' bloeld.ngs 
are those which cannot be avoided because of casualty or the require
ments of safety. We do not regard bloekings resulttng merely 
because of railroad operating convenience as necessary. The 
blOCking of crossings disrupts the flow of commerce on the public 
highways of this St~te ~d when such blocking is unnecessary 
it ordinarily adversely affects the pu1,lic i.::.terest •. We say 
ordinarily because this =ecord s!..¢"oIt's tb.at th·::::e are some exceptional 
circumstances when the conve:lience of tile p\!blic is better served 
by having a crossing blocked for a period of time. Some of such 
exceptiocal circumstances mentioned ::.n the Proposed Report include 
the blocking of Fourth Street in San Francisco by commute trains 
dur'1ng certain times of day, the blocking ~f certain cross:Ulgs by 

S.P. cOtrmUte trains so as to protect debarking passengers, and the 
blocking of certain crossings near pacldng sheds in agricultural 
communities during times of harvest. All of such exceptional 
circumstances have the approval of the local governmental authorities. 
The record shows additional fnstsnees when local authorities have 
requested or approved what ~t be cocsidered an unnecessary 
block1ng of a particular crossing in order to avoid lengthy 
necessary blockfcgs at adjacent crossings. 
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With respect to the problem of urmecessary bloc:kings 
the Examiner proposes: 

Unless otherwise directed or authorized by the Commission. 
by agreement (with.a local agency). or by a traffic 
officer at the scene. no railroad corporation shall 
u:cnecessari1y block, or cause to be blocked. any public 
grade crossing. 
S.P. points out that the regulation should not apply. to 

moving trains. Its point is well taken in that this proceeding 
does not contemplate the establishment of regulations for the 
occupancy of grade crossings by moving trains except in the operation 
of setting out or picking up ears or when engaged fn switching 
operations. This may be remedied by including a· provision in the 
General Ocder stat~ that the order does not apply to mov1ng 

trains except as indicated above. S.P. also asserts that the 
regulation would prohibit a train occupying a crossing 
when there are no motor vehicles or pedestrians desirfng to use 
the crossing.. It contends that the regulation would be invalid 
because no public right is involved if no one wants to use ehe 
crossing at the time and place in question. It is true that there 
would be no disruption of the flow of commerce on the public high

ways, nor would the ability of any indiV'idual to utilize the 
crossing be impaired under these circumstances.. S.P". suggests 

changing the word ''unnecessarily'' to "trD.X'easonably" ~ or to provide 
in the General Cl:'der ~ ''These regulations shall be effective only 
when the blocking by a train results :En a hindrance or inconvenience 

to auyone in lawful use of the particular ptlblic grade cross mg. " 
With respect to the substitution of t~~ word "unreasonably" for 
"ucnecessarilytf the former could be construed that a blOcking may 
not be unreasonable if it resulted in a more efficient operation 
from. the standpoint of the railroad. A beteer manner might be to 
incorporate within the suggested rule a proviso indicating that for 
a crossing to be unnecessarily blocked there must be SOme motor 
vehicle or pedestrian desiring to utilize the crossing at that time. 
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We come now to the crossings that are necessarily blocked 
by stopped trains or cars. Such block1ngs ordinar1ly result from 
casualty or for reasons of safety. For the same reasons why it 18 
not tn the public fnterest to have crossings blocked unneeessarilY7 
pUblic interest and welfare require that a crossing that is neces
sarUy blocked be cleared with the least possible delay. The 
Proposed Report and the evidence of record sbcM that what a rail
road can or catmot do to clear a. crossing depends upon & uumber 
of circumstances. The time required to clear a erossing ea.n vary 

from a few minutes in the case of a simple cutting operation, to 

several hours in the eases of a complete loss of motor power or 
a derailment. 'I'hat is one of the reasons why a requirement that 
a crossing be cleared within a specified period of time is unreal
istic. the law does not require the impossible. With respect to 

this probl~ the Examiner proposes the following regulation: 
'Onless otherwise authorized by the Commission, by 
agreecc.ent (With the local agency),. or by a. tru:tic 
officer at the scene, whenever a train of a railroad 
corporation is stopped for reasons other than setting 
out cars, picking up cars, switching, or boarding or 
debarking passengers,. and thereby biocks one or 
more public grade crossings, said railroad corporation 
shall cause the train to be cut immediately so as to 
permit traffic at the heavier traveled crossing to 
proceed without dela~ unless the cutting of the train 
wUl endanger the .safe~ of persons or propertY., or 
unless 1:be operation of c.utt~ the c:ain, and/or 
recoupling tbe train will result in greater delay to 
vehicle traffic tban if the train were left intact. 
In substance the proposed regulation would require, 

subject to the stated exceptions, railroads to cause a stopped train 
"to be cut immediately" at one crossing, namely. "the heavier 
traveled crossing." S.P. asserts that as in the case of u:xmecessary 
blockings this regulation should be applicable only 1£ there 
are people or vehieles being delayed. We do not agree. Adoption 
of S.P. r s suggestion would mean that the railroad would not have 
to eommence the operation of cutting the train untU a pedestrian 
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or vehicle arrived at the crossing resulting in a greater delay or 
hindrance to the vehicle than 1£ the railroad had i.m:Ded1ately 
commenced its cutting operation after making its necessary stop. 
The evidence shows that it is not at all uncommon that the operation 
of cutting a train requires 10 minutes. In a ease where the rail
road occupies a crossing for five minutes before a vehicle arrives 
at the crossing~ then starts to cut tll.e train and requires 10 
minutes to accomplish it, the railroad has subjected the vehicle 
to five minutes of unnecessary delay; in fact, it has occupied the 

crossing for 15 minutes of which five of those minutes could have 
been avoided and has \m1lecesS3r11y delayed or disrupted the flow 
of commerce on the public highways for a. period of five minutes. 

S.P. asserts that the p¥ase "to be cut:!.mDediately" 
seemingly may require that the cutting operation be completed at 
the time when the train stops which is clearly impossible. Changing 
the phrase to "sba:'l immediately cause the tram to be cut" . will 
r~C1Ve any ambiguity. 
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The blocking of crossings resulting from switching and 
setting ou.t and pic1d.ng up of cars in train operations is the subjece 
of many inf,ormal complaints;, and, from the evidence and £rom. the briefs 
appears to be one of the more difficult problems to solve. the 
Examiner proposes: 

Unless otherwise directed or authorized by the 
CoamIission;, by agreement, or by a traffic officer 
at the scene, whenever a railroad corporation is 
engaged in setting out ears, picking up ears;, or 
switching, said railroad corporation shall conduct 
such operation in a manner that each public grade 
erossing shall be cleared following each setout;, 
piCkup, or b"WitCb. so as to permit: sta:o.cling vehicles 
and pedestrians at the crossing to proceed over 
the crossing before starting the next setoue, 
pickup, or switcb.. 

The railroads take exception to this proposal. 'Ibey assere switching 
is a very complicated maneuver, and rarely involves the same movement 
either at a particular area or in other areas; and that the rigid 
rule proposed by the Examiner does not take into consideration the 

many v,,-rubles that occur in switebiJ:'..g. As already indicated 
they sug3est a 7:Ul.e which would provide a time limit: of 10 minutes 
for the 4s1lroad to clear a crossiDg. 

It is true that there are many variables in connection 
with switching and that a SWitching operation over one crossing at 
a particular tim~ of day cay be acceptable and consistent with the 
requirements of public convenience and safety for motor vehicle and 
pedest:::La.n traffic, whereas at a diffe=ent time or at a different 
place that same operation a:za.y '1:>e incompatible With the general public 
interest. Regardless of what ~ of regulation may be established 
there Will be need for exceptions to that regulation. It is in the 
area of switching that negotiaud agreements between t:b.e railroads 
and the public agencies and the cooperation of the industries being 
served will probably result in a more satisfactory answer to the 
blocking problem at individual crossings.. The Exarn;Xler f s proposal 
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has .a. number of advantages: the rule is simple of application, it 
permits the railroad to pursue its switching operation until there 
are standing vehicles or pedestrians a.t the crossing and then it may 
complete the individual piCkup or setout prior to clearing, .and it 
imposes the burden of initiating negotiations regarding "problem 
crossings rt upon the railroads which in most instances would be more 
knowledgeable concerning the various alternatives that may remove 
or alleviate the problems at individual crossings. The great 
disadvantage, and indeed it appears to be .~ serious one, is that it 
would probably necessitate the railroad negotiating agreements with 
virtually every local agency in California to cover exceptions that 
are now tacitly acccp~b1e. One s~ch e:r..ample that oecurs to us is 

the switching in industrial :l.reas dlJting ev~..ing or early morning 

hours when there is little ~.caffic on the streets or roads and there 
are numerous aven1:CS a'!:ound the 'blocked crossing. In those 
circutDSt..~:lces it ~;~:lld io.?pc.e.= thc:l.~ the public would be better 
accomm~ted by pc~~tting the railro~d to conduct its switching 
operations unaampcred so as to be off of the crossings and away from 
the area before the Coarllencc:nent of heavier motor vehicle traffic in 
the area. 

the railroads r proposal, however, would shift the burclen 
entirely upon the loe&.l agencies. It would permit ea.e blocking of 
any street, road, or highw:l.Y for ten minutes at any time of day 
regardless of the amount of traffic desiring the use of the crossing 
\mless there was an exception ag:ee<i ~o by the ra.ilroad or imposec1 
by the CommiSSion. It ma.y reasonably be assumed that in the 
jurisdiction of every local agency served by a railroad there is at 
least one crOSSing the blocIdng of which for ten minutes daring a 
particular period of the day would be contra.ry to public convenience 
and safety and conflict with the public interest. In order to be 

completely assured that such circumstance would not occur the local 
agency would have to initiate negotiations towarc1s au agreement. 
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Either propo~l would appear to lead towards agreements 
between every railroad and every local agency where switching 

~ 

operations are performed by the railroad. Of the 'tWo proposals ~be 
Exam;ner's proposal provides the advantage of imposing the burden 
of init:Latiug negotiations upon the party greater able to alter 
operations over the crossing. It would be desirable if there is a 
cniddle ground, such. as a deSCription of operations by the railroad 
which normally would not block any crossing so as to substantially 
inconvenience or impede other commerce desiring to utilize the 
crOSSing. Such middle ground is not apparent: in the evidence 
received thus far. The railroads hAve requested opporcun:Ley 
to present further evidence; they and the other parties should be 
afforded opportunity to do so in order that: ehe described disadvantage 

of the Examiner r s proposal may be lessened. 

The Examiner proposes two regulations to provide a 

traffiC: officer at the scene of a blocked crossing with adequate 
tools to cope with the traffic problems resulting therefrom.. He 

proposes: 
When requested by a ~affic officer at the scene 
of a blocked crossing the railroad corporation 
shall furnish said traffic officer with informaeion 
concerning the reason that the crOSSing is blocked, 
the approxl.:late period of time before the train 7 

locOCloti?'e, or ear bloeking the crOSSing may 
proceed, the time that will be requ.ired to cut: the 
train to clear the crOSSing, a.nd the a.mount of 
time the crOSSing would be olocked a.s a. result: 
o:E recoupling the cut train; and if requested by 
the traffic officer at the scene of a blocked 
crossing the railroad corporation shall furnish 
him notIce of its intention to recouple a train 
five minutes before the train is moved to block 
the crosstng for the purpose of recoupling. 

The effect of the proposal is eo require 7 by a General Order 7 the 
railroad to extend to a traffic officer what appears to be ordinary 
common courtesy. S.P. in its exceptions decl..ares that under crdinary 
circumstances the railroad eam:r.ot comply with the suggested regulation 
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a . .., '. 

in that the railroad employee at the grade crossing would be a 
brakeman who would not have the 1nformat:Lon required to be given 
the traffic officer. Although the extending of a COCXllllOn courtesy 
18 seldom inappropriate, there is nothing in the record in this 
proceeding to support the proposition that such regulation is 
necess.ary' or desireable. If such type of regulation is desireable, 
evidence should be presented to support one. 

!he Examiner also proposes: 
Each railroad corporation shall comply with the 
directive of a traffic officer at the scene of 
a blocked crossing regarding the movement of a 
train:t locomotive, or ear to clear said blocked 
crossing provided that compliance with such 
directive will not endanger the safety of persons 
or property, and further provided that such. 
directive does not require the delay of recoupl~ 
a train otherwise ready to proceed that has been 
cut at the direction of a eraffic officer at the 
scene. 

Staff and respondents foresee practical problems in cor.mection with 
this proposal. Whether their apprehensions have validity we need 
not determine at this time. AS was stated by Santa 'Fe in its 
exceptions, these proposed rules call for the cooperation between 
a traffic officer and the train crew in gettfng a crossing unblocked 
as quickly as possible. 1b.ere is no evidence indicating that rules 
are needed to set forth the m8tlXler in wb.icb. these 1nd1viduals should 
cooperate. No proposals of any sort concerning regulations reqtdring 
a train crew to cooperate With a traffic officer were presented or 
advoeated. by any party at tbe hearings. It may be, as was suggested 
by the Examiner:t that such rules would be desirable; but there is no 
evidence in the reeor4 wh.ich. would 8Upport ~uch eoo.elus1oc.. 
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The Examiner proposes a regulation requiring railroads to 
respond to written requests of a local agency within a prescr.!.bed 
period of time. 

Witnin ten days of ~ receipt of a request in 
writing by a local agt."!ley to a railroad 
co~orat1on to take certain actions to alleviate 
traffic problems resulting from railroad 
operations at a public grade crossing, said 
railroad corporation shall respond iuwriting 
to that request and shall therein state whether 
such. request is gt'anted or denied, and if 
denied shall set forth the reasons for such 
denial and also set forth a description of a~ 
other action or actions the railroad can perform 
that may assist the local agency in coaneet::Lon 
w1tn such traffic problem. 

S.P. asserts that the ten-day mandatory requirement for 
reply is unrealistic. It also points out that there is nothing in 
the record regardtng tbe necessi~ for the proposed regulation. 
We agree; there is nothing in the record indicating that local 
agencies have encountered any difficulties in having their requests 
given timely consideration by the railroads. 

The Examiner also proposes: 
Whenever any railroad corporation enters into 
au agreement cO't'lcerniug the occupancy of a 
public grade crossing or matters connected 
therewith said railroad corporation shall 
comply with the terms and requirements of 
said agreement. 

S.P. states that a more precise statement of the problem 
involved requires that both parties to an agreement should observe 
and follow any agreement raeb.er than single the railroads out for 
cocnpl1ance. It suggests: 

Whenever any railroad eorporation enters into 
an agreement concerning the oceupaney of a 
public grade crossing or matters connected 
therewith, the terms and requirements of said 
agreement shall contl:ol and be complied w1.th 
bY the parties thereto. 
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It 1$ imporeant that any regulaticm.s to be prescribed 
provide that whenever there are agreements between the railroad 
and officials of the local agency that such agreements be observed 
and enforced. There are to be further hearings in the proceeding 
$0 that the adoption of language which would accomplish the· desired 
result is not necessary at this time. 
IN WHAT FORM OR MANNER SHOULD REGU!.ATIONS BE EFFECTEO? 

The Examiner proposes tha1: regulati01:1S De promulgated in 

the form of a General Order.. There were no exceptions. The findings 
and conclusions 1'0. the Proposed Report with respect to that issue are 
amply supported. 

WHA.T PROCED~J.. IF AN'{., SHOULD BE ESTA.BL!SHED 
IN ORDER 1'0 G.l.V~ EFFECI TO UNUSUAL CIRctJMSTAl\"CES 
AI A CROSSING OR. CROSSINGS THAT MAY JUSTIFY / 
REGULATIONS DIFFERENT FROM THOSE PRESCRIBED? 

Sections 5 and 6 of the Examiner's recommended General 
Order provide a number of procedural rules with respect to the 
filing of applications, petitions, aud protests. Even though the 
record shows that unusual circumstances at individual crossings should 
initially be cous1dered by the parties affected, including the 
Comm:Lssioc. staff, looking towards individual solutions, it is a fact 
of life that parties cannot always agree on all things. It must be 

recognized t:bat railroads and local agencies, even with the assistance 
of the staff of the CotlXllissiO'O., at times will be u:oable to enter into 
an agreement with respect to operations over individual Cl:'ossings. 
Sections 5 and 6 of the recommended General Order set for~h suggested 
proce<iures in the. event agreement camot be attained. 1'b.ere is 
nothing in the record regardfng provisions for such procedures, nor 
is there any indication in the record that the established Rules of 
Practice and Procedure of the Coamiss1on will not be adequate in such 
ci:::'cUlllStanees. We find no support for the E,.v.sminer' s recoamend4t::'ons 
in this regard. 
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StI)UU) THE REGULATIONS BE ENFORCEABLE BY LOCAL AGENCIES? 

Section 2101 of the Public Utilities Code provides: 
"The commission shall see that the provisions of 
the Constitution and statutes of this State 
affecting public utilities~ the enforcement of 
Which is not specifically vested in some other 
officer or tribunal, are enforced and obeyed~ 
and that violations thereof are pr~tly 
prosecuted and penalties due the S"tate therefor 
recovered and collected ~ and to this end it may 
sue in the name of the people of the State of 
California. Upon'the request of the commission, 
the Attorney General or the district attorney of 
the proper county or city and county shall aid 
in any investigation, hearing~ or trial had 
under the provisions of this part, and shall 
institute and prosecute actions or proceedings 
for the enforcement of the provisions of the 
Constitution and statutes of this State 
affecting public utilities and for the punishment 
of all violations thereof." 

The Examiner recommends that when an apparent violation of 
a regulation comes to the attention of a local agency that it inform 
the CommiSSion by letter. The" Commission's Safety Section upon 
receipt of that letter would immediately fnvestigate the matter to 
determine only whether the thing done or omitted by the railroad was 

necessary by reason of safety of operations or federal or state 
regulations. If that is the case the local agency would be so 
informed. If the investigation indicates that safety or regulations 
were not factors involved, the Commission by resolution would direct 
the Secretary to seud a letter to the district attorney of the proper 
COlmty> with a copy to the local agency~ stating that it bas been 
reported by the local agency that the rallro.ad may have violated a 

general order of the Commission. and if the local agency files & 

complaint With tIle district attorney the Commission requests him. to 

consider the complaint and if it is deemed warranted by him to 
prosecute au aeti~ under ~eeion 2110 of the Public Utilities Code. 
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City of Fremont takes exception to the procedure recoccmended 
by the Examiner and asserts that the local police or district attorney 
should be permitted to seek judicial enfo:::cement of any alleged 
violatiOi:l. without Commission intervention. S.P. takes exception 
asserting that the resolution. requesting the district attorney to 
consider a complaint by the local .agency in effect is a. finding by 

the Commission after investigation that safety or regulations were 
not necessarily involved in the things done or omitted by the railroad 
tn connection with the alleged violation. It asserts that such 
finding withou.t hearing may be violative of the due process clause. 
It further asserts that the procedure of requesting the district 
attorney to consider the complaint and if deemed warranted by him to 
prosecute an action for violation of a Commission regulation concerning 
blOCking of a pUblic grade crossing conflicts with Section 1202(a.) of 
the Public Utilities Cocle that has placed exclusive power in the 
CommiSSion regarding crossing matters, and Section 1219 of the Publie 
Utilities Code Where eb.e legisl&ture cleclarcs that the authority and 

jurisdiction vested in the Commission involves matters of statewide 
importance and concern. 

Section 1202 of the Public Utilities Code, referred to by 
S.P., provides that the Comnission has the exclusive power to determine 
ancl prescribe the manner and terms of installation, operation, 
maintenance, use) and protection of each crossing 0: a public or / 
publiely used road or highway by a railroad and of a street by a 
railroad. !he power conferred under that section is to detel:tl:dne 
and prescribe regulations. We do not cOtlClude that it places any 

limitations or restrictions upon the manner inwbich those regulations 
are enforced. For many years the offices of the clistriet attorneys 
have prosecuted ~eano~ actions brought under Section 2110 of the 
Public Utilities Code for violations of "the prOvisions of the statute 
or for violations of orders issued by the Commission. !he CommissiOn's 
Annual Report to the Governor for the fiscal year July 1, 1971 to 
June 30) 1972 shO'W's 81 rxd.sdettlea:.Qor ..actions initiated wi'th. respect 1:0-
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violations of the Public Utilities Cede or violations of o:ders of . 
the Commission of which 42 were handled 'through. dist:ict atto:rney 
citation and 39 of which :esulted in misd~r complaints filed, 

'!he conclusion by the Examiner that enforcement proceedings 
for any violation by railroad corporations of regulations or require
ments governing the occupancy of grade crossings should have prior 
consent or approval of the Commission appears to be based upon 
evidence that the arrest and taking into cus'tO<iy of a member of a 
train crew by a local police officer results in a ~ery hazardous 
and dangerous situ.'ltion, and upon the fact that there are federal 
regulations, as well as regulations issued by the Coam1ssion, 
prescribing procedures for the safe operation of trains concerning 
which the local authorities may noe be cognizant. We note also, at 
Pages 14 and 15 of the Proposed Report: 

"The evaluation of conditions 1:0 determine when 
and h~ a cross~ can be clearea safely calls 
for expertis~ and is not merely a judgment that 
can be made by a man of ordinary prudence. The 
evaluation of the actions actually taken by 
railroad operati~ personnel in instances of 
blaCkings calls for the s~ expertise. It is 
not to De expec:ed that local authorities possess 
such expertise. The Com.ission has the power and 
responsibility to regulate the safety of railroad 
operations~ and it has the ability to determine 
whether an action claimed to have been done by 
reason of safety was just:ified or whether sucil 
claim. is merely a facade for an irresponsible 
action." 

We have already pointed out that any construet:Lcn of 
that paragraph to mean that the evaluation of the action 'taken by a 
railroad with respect to operations on or over a crossing is not one 
which can or should be made by a court or a jury would be an 
i'Uterpretation ineonsistent with. the laW' in California. We are 
confident that the railroad corporations operating in California bave 
counsel qualified and capable of direeting the attention of the courts 
to safety regulations promulgated by federal authorities and by this 
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Commission, and of providing witnesses qualified to· give expert 

opinions on issues involving whether an action taken by the railroad 
was necessary by reason of safety. On the basis of the record thus far 
made we can find no good cause why an investigation by the Safety 
Section is necessary preliminary to a request to the district attorney 
that he investigate the matter and) if he deems it to be warranted, eo 
prosecute an action for a violation. 

City of Fremont's suggestion that the local police 
should be permitted to arrest trainmen a.t the site of the 
blocked cross:i.ngs gives us pause. The evidence shOW's that 
in most instances involving blocked crossings it is the local police 
officer that obtains facts concerning the block1n,g and the duration 
of time the crossing is blocked, eitller from his own observations or 
from. witnesses at the scene. As the Examine1:' points out in his report .. 
the officers of local agencies necessarily will become inStramen

talities for the policing. of the regulations. We are of the opinion 
t~t for enforcement purposes it is neeessary that the Commission 
encourage the local police to provide the necessary information for 
the prosecu.tion of violations of the regulations. We are of the 
opinion, however, that any enforcement procedures that may be adopted 
should not authorize a police officer to arrest or take custody of 
any eraU,man while the trainman is engaged in the duty of conduct:l:ag 
train operations or switching operations. In the first plaee 7 the 
prevention of the trainman £rom pursuing his duties will not quicken 
the clearing of a crossing blocked by that train but will impede ehe 
clearing of the erossillg. SecondlY:t and more important as the 
incident related in the Examiner r S report demonstrates., the arrest 
of a trainman while he is engaged in ilis duties of operating a train 
can jeopardize the safety of persons and property. 
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We have discussed only the Examiner's recoamendatiOll and 
the exceptions to that recoa:mendation. While the determ1:D.atioo. 
by the Coamiss1on of the method by which it will enforce the 

Constitution, the statutes, and its orders is not a rule making 
decision requiring a public hearing and is, as the Examixler terms 
it, an intemal ~ction of the Coamission in the exereise of its 

duties, the parties have a legitimate interest in the matter of 
the enforcement of regulations govern1ng the blocking of grade 
erosstngs. !he Commission does not desire to restrict itself as 
to enforcement methods in any given case. In an instance of a 
flagrant violation uncovered by oar staff we may wish to 1nit:La.te 
proceedings for the impOSition of penalties and/or contempt under 
Sections 2107 and 2113 of the Public Utilities Code. We are persuaded 
by this record that proceedings brought under Section 2110 for 
violations of regulations govern1Dg the blocking of crossings provide 
the more expeditious and salutory method of enforcement in those 
cases in which the assistance of the local agencies would be 

necessary in the prosecution of violations of the blocking regula
tions. In keeping with the duty of the Coa:m1ssion to see that its 
regulations are obeyed and enforced, we desire to be !nfoJ:med of 

all reports of alleged violations, of the initiating of actions 
by district attorneys, and their results. 

We do not adopt the procedure recommended by the ExandDer. 
Ibe Commission staff is directed to present to the Commission at a 
further hearing a suggested procedure that would accomplish the 
aims set forth 1n the above paragraph. . 
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SPMMARY 
It bas been shown that the regulations set forth in 

Resolution No. S-1278- have substantial deficiencies.. It bas been 

sh~ conclusively that the several proposals for regulations 
advocated by the Commission staff, by the respondents, and by the 
interested parties are not suitable for governing the occupancy of 
public grade crossings by railroads. The regulations recommended 
by the Examiner in his Proposed P..eport in many instances are not 
supported by the evidence and in some insta.nc:es do not have any / 
support from the record as being either desirable or necessary. ~ 
nus record shows that untoward circumstances, including the 
obstruction of commerce over the streets and highways of this State, 
result from. the blOCking of public g:'ade crossings by ra1lroads~ 
and that statewide public interest and concern require the regulation 
by the Commission of the occupancy of public and publicly used grade 
crossings by railroads for the purposes of: 

(1) Prohibiting any unnecessary or avoidable 
blocldng of public or publicly used grade 
crossinZs by stopped trains ~ cars, or 
locomotives, or in the operation. of setting 
out cars, picking up cars ~ or SWitching; 

(2) PrOviding for the clearing of any blocked 
crOSSing by railroads with minimt:zm delay 
consistent with the requirements of safety 
and subject to federal and state regulations 
goverrUng operations by railroad corporations; 

(3) PrO'alOt1ng th.e cooperation and joint aceiO'C. 
by 1:ailroad corporations and local agencies 
in connection with problems resulting from 
the blOCking of crossings; .and 

(4) Providing suitable means whereby any railroad 
eorporation or local agency may obtain relief 
from the prescribed regulations, or have 
different regulations provided, in connection 
with operations over a crossing where local 
conditions so require. 
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The record does not permit the determination of suitable 
regulations which will accomp::'1sh those purposes. We conclude 
that the submission of this proceeding shou~d be set asicle and 
that further hearfngs be scheduled at times and places to be 

determtned for the receipt of additional evidence from which 
reasonable and suitable regulations governing the occupancy of public 
and pUblicly used grade crosstngs by railroads can be established 
and promulgated in the form of a General Order, and for the further 
purposes of receiving advice regardtcg procedural rules that may be 

necessary to fmplement the provisions of the General Order and 
coneerning procedures which will implement enforcement of the 

regulations by district attorneys pursuant to Section 2101 of 
the Public Utilities Code. The CommiSSion staff is directed to 
consult with the parties to this proceeding and thereafter prepare 
for consideration by the Commission at further hearings: 

(a) A suggested General Order providing for 
the regulation of the occupancy of public 
and publicly used grade crossings by 
railroad corporations; 

(b) Suggested procedural rules that may 'be 
reguired to implement the provisions of 
the General Order; and 

(c) Suggested procedures to be followed by 
the Cotamission to implement enforcement 
of the regulations by the district 
attorney of the proper county or city 
aud county pursuant to the provisions 
of Section 2101 of the Public Utilities 
Code. 

The Order Institut~ Investigation in this proceedtng 
provided that pending further order each railroad corporation 
operatfng ~ california is ordered to eomplywith its rules filed 
pursuant to CommissiO:l. Resolution No. 5-1278. Until such time as the 
Commission prescribes different regulatioos governing the oceupaney 
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of public and publicly used grade crossings by railroad corporations, 
each. railroad corporation operating in California should be ordered 
to continue to comply with its rules filed pursuant to Commission 
Resolution No. S-1278. 

l'his investigation being reopened for further hearing on 
the issues presented, separately stated findings of £act and 
conclusions of law are urmecessary at this time. 

ORDER SET rING ASIDE SUBMISSION 

IT IS ORDERED that submission of this investigation is set 
aSide and that further hearillgs be scheduled at times and places to 
be dete'rm.1ned. 

IT IS F'O'RTBE.R. ORDERED that each rallroad corporation 
operating in Cali fornia shall comply with its rules filed pursuant 
to Coamiss:Lon Resolution No .. 5-1278. 

The effective date of this order shall be twenty clays after 
the date hereof. 

day of 

San Fr:Lncisco +. Dated at ----______ :J California" this /4 '7 
AUGUST· ~ :I 1973. 

[/V-~'" ;t- .. 

COCiID1Ssioners 

COCl1!:!:1onor W1ll131:l S:.n:rO:l: ~ 'r • ., 'b~1Dg: 
~C&~SAr11v ~b~~nt. eie not participato 
in tbe d1:1=>0::1 ti0:2 0: th1s procee~~.. . 

Comm1s:;:toner D. w. gol:le~. be1%lg. 
neco:;S4r11y nb5ent. die not participato 
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